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All great literature is one of two 
stories; a man goes on a journey 
or a stranger comes to town.

- Leo Tolstoy



Why is everyone talking about 
storytelling?

Because…



Because this…
Digital video viewing--
already one of the 
top digital activities 
worldwide - continues 
to grow, driven by 
expanding mobile 
usage and improving 
broadband 
connections.



Though YouTube and 
Facebook are the 
leading platforms for 
video viewership -
the availability of 
digital video content 
across mobile 
messaging apps and 
social networks has 
also sustained viewer 
engagement.



Source: IAB Digital Video Landscape Report, December 2018

And this video landscape is complex



We focus on entertaining storytelling



From mobile to 
giant screen
and everything 
in between



Possibility WelcomeProximity

Across three messaging pillars



Our Many Voices Platform
Take the scenic route. Stop for storytellers.

Search for the best piece of pie.
Sing your heart out. Relax. Enjoy. 

We are the USA. A collection of places and

experiences whose spirit is found in its diversity. Our

storytelling is here to guide you, to help you discover

that behind every mountain, every skyscraper,

whether on the fast lane or a country road, there are

many voices who are happy to show you around.



Who Are the Many Voices?  

LOCALS

A place is defined 
by those who live 

there, who know its 
culture, highways 
and byways and 

can welcome and 
inspire.

VISITORS

To travel is to know 
and the past 
visitor now 

becomes the 
storyteller and the 

evangelist for 
travel to the USA.

CATEGORY EXPERTS

Experts like 
journalists, hoteliers, 
cabbies and others 

inspire travel 
decisions. We use 
them to guide our 

community. 

CREATIVE CLASS 

We amplify creative 
voices to show 

America as it hasn’t 
been seen before via 

musicians, writers, 
photographers, artists 

and poets.



Core Storytelling Campaigns

Ask A Local Hear The Music United Stories



Mobile Content Studio





Each month, we send two vehicles to various 
locations across the country in search of unique 
stories to inspire international travelers to 
imagine a trip to the USA.

The cars will be used to support influencers, 
journalists, influencers, podcasters and people 
we meet a long the way.

This content will appear on our social media 
channels, website and in paid media across 
country-specific media plans.

Mobile Content Lab



Results So Far…
Engagements:
7MM

Video Views
6.1MM

Impressions
203MM

Video Viewed
7.9MM Minutes



Official Hotel Sponsor
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